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31/01/2012

From: Peter Borrows  
Sent: Thursday, 3 February 2011 3:24 PM 
To: Toni Lake 
Cc: Hennessy, Phil A; Leeanne Bond 
Subject: FW: email history for commission 
  
Toni, I discussed this with Leeanne this afternoon and said we would need to send this to Allen’s to 
review, and that they may need to then interview her at some stage. 
  
Leeanne was wanting this to be sent to our Legal team.   
  
Could you please send it to Allen’s. 
  
Thanks. 
  
  
Regards, Peter. 
  
Peter Borrows 
Chief Executive Officer 
Queensland Bulk Water Supply Authority trading as Seqwater 
  

 
  
Ph 
Level 3, 240 Margaret St, Brisbane City QLD 4000 
PO Box 16146, City East QLD 4002 
Website | www.seqwater.com.au 
  

 
  
From: Leeanne Bond [mailto: ]  
Sent: Thursday, 3 February 2011 8:35 AM 
To: Peter Borrows 



Subject: email history for commission 
  
Hi Peter 
  
Attached are the emails that I exchanged with Mick O'Brien during the aftermath of the flood, as well as to 
yourself and Phil.  I know that email was disrupted so I've put them together so you can pass them on to 
whoever is managing the response (Jim Pruss?).  Some of the emails include my responses - there are 3 key 
emails from Mick with attachments (Thursday, Monday and Tuesday). 
  
At the board meeting tomorrow I'd like to understand the answers to the questions he raised (or when we will 
have the info), and know that we have a response prepared even if we choose not to respond but wait for the 
commission. I know we have already had some responses. 
  
Mick did ring me and would be happy to be contacted if we wanted to talk to him but we had decided it would 
not help and could make things worse. In one of his emails he said "Leeanne, do you want to put me in touch 
with someone from SEQWater. If I even had a credible answer to my concerns, I would pull my head in very 
quickly. However nothing that I have seen subsequently in the press attributed to SEQWater gives me any 
cause for a rethink."   
  
I have declined to try to convince Mick that he is wrong (as per discussion with the board members) but we can 
discuss again tomorrow. I do need to be in contact with him in another capacity (LNG Limited is the major 
shareholder of Metgasco where he is GM Operations), but I can just say I can't talk about Seqwater during the 
commission and while there is threat of legal action. 
  
I haven't read the latest news so don't know if this has dropped off the Australian or is still being fed. 
  
I'm so glad Yasi didn't bring rain south.  Are you still OK for lunch at 1pm?  I am flexible between 1pm and 4pm 
if you need to change the time. 
  
best regards, 
  
Leeanne Bond 
Director 
Breakthrough Energy Pty Ltd 
PO Box 225, Wilston Qld 4051 
Phone:  
mobile:  
  
-------------------------------Safe Stamp----------------------------------- 
Your Anti-virus Service scanned this email. It is safe from known viruses. 
For more information regarding this service, please contact your service provider.
Important information: This email and any attached information is intended only for the addressee and 
may contain confidential and/or privileged information. If you are not the addressee, you are notified 
that any transmission, distribution, or other use of this information is strictly prohibited. The 
confidentiality attached to this email is not waived, lost or destroyed by reasons of mistaken delivery to 
you. If you have received this email in error please contact the sender immediately and delete the 
material from your email system. QLD Bulk Water Supply Authority ABN75450239876 (Trading as 
Seqwater). 
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From: Lee anne Bond [l
Sent: Friday, 14 January 2011 1:12 PM
To: Pe ter Borrows; phennessy
Subject: FW: SEQWater
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looks like calmer heads are prevailing. 
  

From: Leeanne Bond   
Sent: Friday, 14 January 2011 12:09 PM 
To: 'Mick O'Brien' 
Subject: RE: SEQWater 
 
yes - the dams are falling too as I understand. They  are on track to come back within the 7 days. 
  
 

From: mick.obrien  On Behalf Of Mick O'Brien 
Sent: Friday, 14 January 2011 10:40 AM 
To: Leeanne Bond 
Subject: Re: SEQWater 
 
Thanks, I was looking at the SEQWater site; but I will also look at the watergrid site. 
  
Yes the river height data came from BOM. 
  
Obviously for Wivenhoe and Somerset the aim will be to get the levels down as quickly as 
possible without adding to the flooding in Brisbane and Ipswich.  At least from the reporting 
around now it seems that the flooding is abating; but I can't tell if the dams are yet falling. 
  
Mick 
 
On 14 January 2011 11:03, Leeanne Bond > wrote: 

I'm not aware of any structural concerns but of course it is a key component to ensure the dam 
doesn't overtop to prevent this and to keep some control over releases. 
 
Which site are you referring to for info? If you haven't already, have a look at the water grid 
media releases which give you timings and flows. www.watergrid.com.au/media. There is an 
rss feed too. All water grid announcements go through here - Seqwater doesn't separately 
make announcements to make it simpler for the media. BOM would also have  some public 
info I assume. I don't know how quickly the dam levels on the website are updated so I think 
the media releases might be the best reference.  
 
I have every confidence in the flood control centre operations but of course will follow 
through with your concerns. My main concern right now is that we are prepared for any future 
weather patterns - any insight into that? 
 
Sent from my iPad 
 
On 14/01/2011, at 7:24 AM, "Mick O'Brien" < > wrote: 
 

Leeanne, I am happy for you to give it to SEQWater; but you probably can't give 
me any response or additional data. And I would not want to be compromised in 
who I can send the data to anyway. If SEQWater did want to respond it would 
probably be better if I sent a copy directly to an SEQWater officer in which case 
you might want to direct me to the most appropriate guy. 
  
Yes the dams (Somerset and Wivenhoe) were probably within 1.5 days of filling 
with no releases.  But the apparently very high rate of release through Tuesday 



afternoon and night would have made little fundamental difference to the levels in the dams on 
Wednesday morning.  I don't have the timings; but even if SEQWater released at the low 215,000ML, 
which is the rate it was reduced to at 07:30 Wed rather than a maximum rate of 645,000ML/d for the 
whole time from 14:57 on Tues it would have used only 306,000ML of the available free capacity in 
both dams of apparently 859,000ML. 
  
I find it very difficult to come to any other conclusion other than SEQWater were very slow to 
respond over the weekend and then had a minor panic on Monday followed by a major panic Tuesday 
afternoon and then some cooler heads looked at it over Tuesday night. 
  
I do have some suspicion that the maximum level in Wivenhoe of 191% apparently given to the 
media and then reported is low; because the timings do not quite tie up with the river height data. The 
SEQWater site temporarily stopped posting dam heights during this period so I have nothing to check 
it against. But even still, it does not look like Wivenhoe even got close to its maximum potential 
capacity of 224%.  
  
If there was any potential issue for collapse of Wivenhoe (or Somerset as I have seen on some blogs) 
below this 224% level that would be a separate issue and just as significant. 
  
Mick   
 
On 13 January 2011 23:40, Leeanne Bond < > wrote: 

Hi Mick, 
 
We will have a full review in due course but what I do know is that until Tuesday night we had 
significant inflows. I interpreted that it was reduced rainfall that enabled reduction in discharge on 
Tuesday night which certainly saved many houses.  When I flew home from Perth I heard that 
ongoing rain for 1.5 days would fill the dam (i can't remember if that was the news or from 
Seqwater). The consequences of any structural breach of the dam are unimaginable. 
 
Are you happy for me to ask Seqwater to respond to this or provide accurate figures to you? Or are 
you going to submit it yourself? 
 
The flood operations centre has expertise from Seqwater, SunWater, the dam safety regulator, 
bureau of meterology and others like emergency services and local government. 
 
Sent from my iPad 
 
On 13/01/2011, at 8:25 PM, "Mick O'Brien" < > wrote: 
 
> Leeanne, I think you should have trouble at SEQWater. The people in charge up until early 
Wednesday 12th ought to go. 
> 
> 
> Mick 
> <What went on in Brisbane.pdf> 
 

 
 
 
--  
 
 
Thanks 
 
Mick 
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--  
 
 
Thanks 
 
Mick 
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From: Hennessy, Phil A 
Sent: Friday, 14 January 2011 3:03 PM
To: lbon d
Subject: Re: SEQWater
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Leanne 
Who is this bloke 
Regards 
Phil 
 
Phil Hennessy 
 
On 14/01/2011, at 1:12 PM, "Leeanne Bond" < > wrote: 
 

looks like calmer heads are prevailing. 
  

From: Leeanne Bond [  
Sent: Friday, 14 January 2011 12:09 PM 
To: 'Mick O'Brien' 
Subject: RE: SEQWater 
 
yes - the dams are falling too as I understand. They  are on track to come back within the 7 
days. 
  
 

From: mick.obrien  On Behalf Of Mick 
O'Brien 
Sent: Friday, 14 January 2011 10:40 AM 
To: Leeanne Bond 
Subject: Re: SEQWater 
 
Thanks, I was looking at the SEQWater site; but I will also look at the watergrid 
site. 
  
Yes the river height data came from BOM. 
  
Obviously for Wivenhoe and Somerset the aim will be to get the levels down as 
quickly as possible without adding to the flooding in Brisbane and Ipswich.  At least 
from the reporting around now it seems that the flooding is abating; but I can't tell if 
the dams are yet falling. 
  
Mick 
 
On 14 January 2011 11:03, Leeanne Bond < u> 
wrote: 

I'm not aware of any structural concerns but of course it is a key component to 
ensure the dam doesn't overtop to prevent this and to keep some control over 
releases. 
 
Which site are you referring to for info? If you haven't already, have a look at the 
water grid media releases which give you timings and flows. 
www.watergrid.com.au/media. There is an rss feed too. All water grid 
announcements go through here - Seqwater doesn't separately make 
announcements to make it simpler for the media. BOM would also have  some 
public info I assume. I don't know how quickly the dam levels on the website are 
updated so I think the media releases might be the best reference.  
 



I have every confidence in the flood control centre operations but of course will follow through with 
your concerns. My main concern right now is that we are prepared for any future weather patterns - 
any insight into that? 
 
Sent from my iPad 
 
On 14/01/2011, at 7:24 AM, "Mick O'Brien" > wrote: 
 

Leeanne, I am happy for you to give it to SEQWater; but you probably can't give me any 
response or additional data. And I would not want to be compromised in who I can send 
the data to anyway. If SEQWater did want to respond it would probably be better if I sent 
a copy directly to an SEQWater officer in which case you might want to direct me to the 
most appropriate guy. 
  
Yes the dams (Somerset and Wivenhoe) were probably within 1.5 days of filling with no 
releases.  But the apparently very high rate of release through Tuesday afternoon and 
night would have made little fundamental difference to the levels in the dams on 
Wednesday morning.  I don't have the timings; but even if SEQWater released at the low 
215,000ML, which is the rate it was reduced to at 07:30 Wed rather than a maximum rate 
of 645,000ML/d for the whole time from 14:57 on Tues it would have used only 
306,000ML of the available free capacity in both dams of apparently 859,000ML. 
  
I find it very difficult to come to any other conclusion other than SEQWater were very 
slow to respond over the weekend and then had a minor panic on Monday followed by a 
major panic Tuesday afternoon and then some cooler heads looked at it over Tuesday 
night. 
  
I do have some suspicion that the maximum level in Wivenhoe of 191% apparently given 
to the media and then reported is low; because the timings do not quite tie up with the 
river height data. The SEQWater site temporarily stopped posting dam heights during 
this period so I have nothing to check it against. But even still, it does not look like 
Wivenhoe even got close to its maximum potential capacity of 224%.  
  
If there was any potential issue for collapse of Wivenhoe (or Somerset as I have seen on 
some blogs) below this 224% level that would be a separate issue and just as significant. 
  
Mick   
 
On 13 January 2011 23:40, Leeanne Bond < u> wrote: 

Hi Mick, 
 
We will have a full review in due course but what I do know is that until Tuesday 
night we had significant inflows. I interpreted that it was reduced rainfall that enabled 
reduction in discharge on Tuesday night which certainly saved many houses.  When I 
flew home from Perth I heard that ongoing rain for 1.5 days would fill the dam (i can't 
remember if that was the news or from Seqwater). The consequences of any structural 
breach of the dam are unimaginable. 
 
Are you happy for me to ask Seqwater to respond to this or provide accurate figures to 
you? Or are you going to submit it yourself? 
 
The flood operations centre has expertise from Seqwater, SunWater, the dam safety 
regulator, bureau of meterology and others like emergency services and local 
government. 
 
Sent from my iPad 
 
On 13/01/2011, at 8:25 PM, "Mick O'Brien" > wrote: 
 
> Leeanne, I think you should have trouble at SEQWater. The people in charge up 
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until early Wednesday 12th ought to go.
> 
> 
> Mick 
> <What went on in Brisbane.pdf> 
 

 
 
 
--  
 
 
Thanks 
 
Mick 

 
 
 
--  
 
 
Thanks 
 
Mick 

******************************************************************  

The information in this e-mail is confidential and may be legally privileged. It is intended solely for the addressee. Access to this e-mail by anyone else is unauthorised. If 
you have received this communication in error, please notify us immediately by return e-mail with the subject heading "Received in error" or telephone +61 2 93357000, 
then delete the email and destroy any copies of it. If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying, distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in 
reliance on it, is prohibited and may be unlawful. Any opinions or advice contained in this e-mail are subject to the terms and conditions expressed in the governing 
KPMG client engagement letter. Opinions, conclusions and other information in this e-mail and any attachments that do not relate to the official business of the firm are 
neither given nor endorsed by it.  

KPMG cannot guarantee that e-mail communications are secure or error-free, as information could be intercepted, corrupted, amended, lost, destroyed, arrive late or 
ncomplete, or contain viruses.  

KPMG, an Australian partnership and a member firm of the KPMG network of independent member firms affiliated with KPMG International Cooperative (“KPMG 
nternational”), a Swiss entity. KPMG International provides no services to clients.  

Liability limited by a scheme approved under Professional Standards Legislation.  

******************************************************************  
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From: Lee anne Bond [
Sent: Monday, 17 January 2011 8:32 AM
To: Pe ter Borrows
Subject: did you receive my 3 emails?
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Hi Peter 
  
can you please confirm that you have received my 3 emails?  I sent them from my iPad and hope they got 
to you. 

1. one has the 1 page 'report' written by Mick and sent to me on Thursday night.   
2. I replied on Friday and sent you the original email and my reply on Friday. I tried not to get 

defensive or to engage in a debate but to calm him down and point him to accurate information as 
he was making very big assumptions.  

3. Then I sent another email to you after my last communication with Mick - I thought he was cooling 
down. 

I called Phil on Friday morning and made sure he was aware of it as I figured he was in contact with you. I 
tried your mobile but could not get through due to congestion. 
  
I'm happy to intercede with Mick if it helps.  As background, I worked closely with him at WorleyParsons - 
he ran the pipelines group and I ran everything else. He is now the GM Operations for Metgasco (coal 
seam methane). He is a chemical engineer. 
  
  
regards, 
  
Leeanne Bond 
Director 
Breakthrough Energy Pty Ltd 
PO Box 225, Wilston Qld 4051 
Phone:   
mobile: 
  



 

From: mick.obrien on behalf of Mick O'Brien 
Sent: Monday, 17 January 2011 10:22 AM
To: Lee anne Bond
Subject: Brisban e Flooding
Attachments: What went on in Brisbane - Rev 1A.pdf; Release.xlsx; What is happening in Brisbane - Rev 3.xlsx
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Leeanne, attached is an updated version of the paper that I sent through to you - called Rev 1A - 
Hedley Thomas has this. 
  
A spreadsheet called Release, which is the data I collated from the web sites on the weekend so 
that I could confirm the release rates that I had pulled from newspapers. 
  
And then a third spreadsheet which contains all the data plus some workings. 
 
 
Thanks 
 
Mick 



 

From: mick.obrien  on behalf of Mick O'Brien [
Sent: Friday, 14 January 2011 10:40 AM
To: Lee anne Bond
Subject: Re: SEQWater
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Thanks, I was looking at the SEQWater site; but I will also look at the watergrid site. 
  
Yes the river height data came from BOM. 
  
Obviously for Wivenhoe and Somerset the aim will be to get the levels down as quickly as 
possible without adding to the flooding in Brisbane and Ipswich.  At least from the reporting 
around now it seems that the flooding is abating; but I can't tell if the dams are yet falling. 
  
Mick 
 
On 14 January 2011 11:03, Leeanne Bond > wrote: 

I'm not aware of any structural concerns but of course it is a key component to ensure the dam 
doesn't overtop to prevent this and to keep some control over releases. 
 
Which site are you referring to for info? If you haven't already, have a look at the water grid 
media releases which give you timings and flows. www.watergrid.com.au/media. There is an 
rss feed too. All water grid announcements go through here - Seqwater doesn't separately 
make announcements to make it simpler for the media. BOM would also have  some public 
info I assume. I don't know how quickly the dam levels on the website are updated so I think 
the media releases might be the best reference.  
 
I have every confidence in the flood control centre operations but of course will follow 
through with your concerns. My main concern right now is that we are prepared for any future 
weather patterns - any insight into that? 
 
Sent from my iPad 
 
On 14/01/2011, at 7:24 AM, "Mick O'Brien" > wrote: 
 

Leeanne, I am happy for you to give it to SEQWater; but you probably can't give 
me any response or additional data. And I would not want to be compromised in 
who I can send the data to anyway. If SEQWater did want to respond it would 
probably be better if I sent a copy directly to an SEQWater officer in which case 
you might want to direct me to the most appropriate guy. 
  
Yes the dams (Somerset and Wivenhoe) were probably within 1.5 days of filling 
with no releases.  But the apparently very high rate of release through Tuesday 
afternoon and night would have made little fundamental difference to the levels in 
the dams on Wednesday morning.  I don't have the timings; but even 
if SEQWater released at the low 215,000ML, which is the rate it was reduced to 
at 07:30 Wed rather than a maximum rate of 645,000ML/d for the whole 
time from 14:57 on Tues it would have used only 306,000ML of the available free 
capacity in both dams of apparently 859,000ML. 
  
I find it very difficult to come to any other conclusion other than SEQWater were 
very slow to respond over the weekend and then had a minor panic on Monday 
followed by a major panic Tuesday afternoon and then some cooler heads looked 
at it over Tuesday night. 
  
I do have some suspicion that the maximum level in Wivenhoe of 191% 
apparently given to the media and then reported is low; because the timings do not 
quite tie up with the river height data. The SEQWater site temporarily stopped 
posting dam heights during this period so I have nothing to check it against. But 



even still, it does not look like Wivenhoe even got close to its maximum potential capacity of 224%. 
  
If there was any potential issue for collapse of Wivenhoe (or Somerset as I have seen on some blogs) 
below this 224% level that would be a separate issue and just as significant. 
  
Mick   
 
On 13 January 2011 23:40, Leeanne Bond wrote: 

Hi Mick, 
 
We will have a full review in due course but what I do know is that until Tuesday night we had 
significant inflows. I interpreted that it was reduced rainfall that enabled reduction in discharge on 
Tuesday night which certainly saved many houses.  When I flew home from Perth I heard that 
ongoing rain for 1.5 days would fill the dam (i can't remember if that was the news or from 
Seqwater). The consequences of any structural breach of the dam are unimaginable. 
 
Are you happy for me to ask Seqwater to respond to this or provide accurate figures to you? Or are 
you going to submit it yourself? 
 
The flood operations centre has expertise from Seqwater, SunWater, the dam safety regulator, 
bureau of meterology and others like emergency services and local government. 
 
Sent from my iPad 
 
On 13/01/2011, at 8:25 PM, "Mick O'Brien" < > wrote: 
 
> Leeanne, I think you should have trouble at SEQWater. The people in charge up until early 
Wednesday 12th ought to go. 
> 
> 
> Mick 
> <What went on in Brisbane.pdf> 
 

 
 
 
--  
 
 
Thanks 
 
Mick 

--  

Thanks 

Mick 
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From: Hennessy, Phil A 
Sent: Wednesday, 19 January 2011 12:09 AM
To: lbon d
Cc: Pe ter Borrows
Subject: Re: Brisbane Flooding
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Let's think about it-it should be a Board decision how we respond if at all.
This ??? has caused a lot of grief-right now my view is to leave him alone and treat him with the 
contempt he probably deserves. 
Regards 
Phil 
 
Phil Hennessy 
 
 
 
On 18/01/2011, at 9:31 PM, "Leeanne Bond" > wrote: 
 

received this tonight from Mick - I didn't see it before I got on the plane home.  I hear he 
was on the TV tonight but haven't seen it. 
  
I suggest that he talk to us if anyone rather than Barry. I don't think they would get on very 
well in the circumstances. 
  
please call me when you get this email otherwise I will try you in the morning.  
  
  

From: mick.obrien  On Behalf Of Mick 
O'Brien 
Sent: Tuesday, 18 January 2011 4:34 PM 
To: Leeanne Bond 
Subject: Brisbane Flooding 
 
Leeanne, do you want to put me in touch with someone from SEQWater. If I even 
had a credible answer to my concerns, I would pull my head in very quickly. 
  
However nothing that I have seen subsequently in the press attributed to SEQWater 
gives me any cause for a rethink. 
  
The major threads that I have seen in the response are: - 

1. We managed the dam levels in accordance with our operating procedures 
2. The inflow was 2.6 million ML 
3. That even with this, Wivenhoe prevented a more serious flood of Brisbane 
4. The releases from Wivenhoe was match with peak releases from other streams 

Item 1 does not really affect my concern, and even if the procedures had been 
followed 100% to the letter, it would just mean that my concerns related to the 
procedures 
  
The second point may be significant, but it would depend over what period this 
inflow occurred and whether it was into both dam catchments. For instance the 
combined flood storage volume for both Somerset and Wivenhoe is 1.97 million ML 
and so we are talking about needing to release 630,000 ML over several days.  This 
would be easily achievable. Even if this was inflow to Wivenhoe only, it still meant 
that total release of 1.15 million ML was required. Again not difficult over the 
period that we are talking about if managed properly. So the issue would be the rate 
of inflow over the various periods of concern - not just the overall rate.



  
I believe that the Brisbane flood could have been more "severe" without Wivenhoe; but that is not based 
on any data and I have a residual concern that the peak rate of release at 645,000ML/d exceeded the rate 
of inflow to the dam at that time and hence the height of the peak in Brisbane might have been higher 
than otherwise.  But I am convinced that the peak was shorter with the dam.  But there is no way I can 
make any assessment of this. 
  
Item 4 just does not seem to be the case and on a lot of the information that I have, it looks like the peak 
release from Wivenhoe actually corresponded with high flows from downstream streams. 
  
There is also the other possibility that there is a totally different reason for decisions made that is not 
being discussed. Again I would be very happy to understand and again I would pull my head in.  
  
I have thought of contacting Barry Dennien directly, and may still do that; but he probably could not 
talk to me. The apparent selective release of information to the Courier mail by Barry also does not 
inspire me with a lot of confidence. 
  
If you want me to stop contacting you I can also understand. 
  
  
Thanks 
  
Mick 
  

******************************************************************  
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From: mick.obrien on behalf of Mick O'Brien [
Sent: Tuesday, 18 January 2011 9:16 PM
To: Lee anne Bond
Subject: Re: Brisbane Flooding
Attachments: Peter Allen.docx
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Leeanne, you will be able to check whether the data that are claiming to be incorrect is so 
incorrect as to render the conclusion wrong. I know some of the data in the large spreadsheet is 
not right; for instance there is a lot of inconsistency in the media reported data and the times 
associated with the media data is the date/time of the media report not the event. But I have not 
just relied on a single piece of data. 
  
Some of the calculations are estimates only based on the best data that I could find; but again I 
don't think that any of that affects the conclusions.  But am interested to get feedback and will be 
happy to change my view if it is a fundamental error. 
I have started to try and see if the operation is likely to have complied with the operations 
manual. The flood operating rules for Wivenhoe have been taken from a paper presented by 
Peter Allen, Director Dam Safety DERM Qld to 34th Annual Qld Water Industry Operations Workshop on 
16 to 18 June, 2009. Now I understand that these may have changed in the interim. 
  
But I have attached a preliminary comparison of these requirements against what was reported by 
WaterGrid.  And at least on the surface, it looks to me like there could have been a lack of compliance 
over the weekend. 
  
You should also be aware that additional data is now being provided by others; who are obviously better 
informed than I am. While you might believe that SEQwater are not responding publicly, Barry 
Dennien appears to be selectively briefing journalists. 
  
Mick 
 
  
On 18 January 2011 19:04, Leeanne Bond > wrote: 

We are discussing with the board tomorrow as it is likely I will come back to you with our 
data. I'll try to get back to you asap. 
 
Seqwater have a response and say your figures are incorrect. Due to royal commission we are 
not responding publically. 
 
Can you hold off til tomorrow afternoon - I'm on the tarmac in melbourne about to fly back to 
Brisbane. 
 
Sent from Leeanne Bond's iPhone 
 
 
On 18/01/2011, at 17:34, "Mick O'Brien" < > wrote: 
 

Leeanne, do you want to put me in touch with someone from SEQWater. If I even had a 
credible answer to my concerns, I would pull my head in very quickly. 
 
However nothing that I have seen subsequently in the press attributed to SEQWater gives 
me any cause for a rethink. 
 
The major threads that I have seen in the response are: - 
We managed the dam levels in accordance with our operating procedures 
The inflow was 2.6 million ML 
That even with this, Wivenhoe prevented a more serious flood of Brisbane 
The releases from Wivenhoe was match with peak releases from other streams 
Item 1 does not really affect my concern, and even if the procedures had been followed 
100% to the letter, it would just mean that my concerns related to the procedures 



 
The second point may be significant, but it would depend over what period this inflow occurred and whether it 
was into both dam catchments. For instance the combined flood storage volume for both Somerset and 
Wivenhoe is 1.97 million ML and so we are talking about needing to release 630,000 ML over several days. 
 This would be easily achievable. Even if this was inflow to Wivenhoe only, it still meant that total release of 
1.15 million ML was required. Again not difficult over the period that we are talking about if managed 
properly. So the issue would be the rate of inflow over the various periods of concern - not just the overall rate.
 
I believe that the Brisbane flood could have been more "severe" without Wivenhoe; but that is not based on any 
data and I have a residual concern that the peak rate of release at 645,000ML/d exceeded the rate of inflow to 
the dam at that time and hence the height of the peak in Brisbane might have been higher than otherwise.  But I 
am convinced that the peak was shorter with the dam.  But there is no way I can make any assessment of this. 
 
Item 4 just does not seem to be the case and on a lot of the information that I have, it looks like the peak release 
from Wivenhoe actually corresponded with high flows from downstream streams. 
 
There is also the other possibility that there is a totally different reason for decisions made that is not being 
discussed. Again I would be very happy to understand and again I would pull my head in. 
 
I have thought of contacting Barry Dennien directly, and may still do that; but he probably could not talk to me. 
The apparent selective release of information to the Courier mail by Barry also does not inspire me with a lot of 
confidence. 
 
If you want me to stop contacting you I can also understand. 
 
 
Thanks 
 
Mick 
 

 

--  

Thanks 

Mick 
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Leeanne, I think you should have trouble at SEQWater. The people in charge up until early 
Wednesday 12th ought to go. 
 
 
Mick 




